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Abstract

Based on the situation of education in Iran it is clear that over the years, there has been no successful attempt to identify related challenges and problems to development and implementation of virtual training. In this regard, the effect of this type of training influenced by the role of hidden curriculum in the country. Based on this, current study has investigated the effect of gender factor as a social and cultural factor on developing virtual education in Iran.
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INTRODUCTION

The disappearance of boundaries between national governments and the international community, national cultures and subcultures component, between the school and the local community, home and school, education and work, between the world of work and learning institutions, between formal and informal education, between pre-set curriculum and choices of individuals, between students and teachers, between parents and children, between man and machine and even between different disciplines has led to significant challenges in education. In order to deal with them and adapt to these changes, planners and educators must take immediate steps to reorganize and arduous training in all aspects. It is obvious that the neglect of this factor means disclaimer in benefit of globalization and custodian. Study the current situation in Iran education show that over the years, there has been no successful attempt to identify related challenges and if has been done it is general (1). It has to be reminded that the modern world is facing globalization. Globalization phenomenon is a cultural primarily which follows inside itself a kind of dialectic development and process and cultural exchange and excellence. Globalization discusses culture besides world acculturalization. This phenomenon causes variety and cultural pluralism so world faces the emergence of common and native cultures and forming a transnational society. Transnational society has the high volume of communications, thoughts and new cultures’ values which participate in it without considering ideologies and geographical and locational boarders or as Tonninlson in territories especially in culture one will lead to removing regions. Education role in globalization is especial one so that Rhoads 2003 believes that cultural and civilizational components cause education movement to globalization, doing internationally and cause joining educational institutions’ prospects to global prospects (2).

Cheung Chen global theory (1998), he believes that achieve universal knowledge by learning new technologies in education (e-learning) puts in four areas: Technical-economic, human-social, political, cultural and educational. Social and human knowledge areas suggest that exchange and social participation among subcultures and achieve the elimination of discrimination of race, religion, and gender, national is the way to achieve global knowledge (1). A crowd of education demanders, especially higher education that tend to lifelong training and basic research and societies facing with the digital revolution and the emergence of information technologies and communication and new educational technologies, have put seriously a new mission on educational institutions and face them with a very complicated situation. For answering extraordinarily complex situations and ruling problems in the education field and important issue of globalization and development, educational institutions use modern education, such as virtual one and other educational methods besides the traditional ones. Virtual education is such new educational methods which have been formed by post-modern space changes and login information and communication technologies in the field of education. It should be noted that of the necessary infrastructure for the implementation and development of virtual education focus on the human, cultural, social and value infrastructure. In this regard, it should be expressed that mental changes in stalls and teachers of virtual training for role reconstruction and new attitudes are necessary and inevitable (3). In 1993, Sixth Asia-Pacific region conference of ministers of education consisting of 33 states, including Iran, was held in Malaysia and emphasis on reform in education as a recommendation (3). As important parts of this recommendation was education for all and education for women and girls (1).

Culture and forming new values and beliefs about women, education and creation of equality concepts of opportunities and educational opportunities policies can be a turning point that highlights women as activated society’s forces and their role in the process of development and doesn’t limit women’s role just to be a mother or housewife. This attitude that is equal social and cultural opportunities and also equal educational opportunities can be sometimes integrated with important values such as social justice.

Women education from gender aspect

During history, especially in years 1920 and 1930, curriculum differences for boys and girls have been always discussed seriously. Some challenges in the field of educating women and discussing questions in the field of women presence and success in higher levels of education even in industrial development countries, have caused forming trends and researches in the field of education and gender. Performed classical studies about educational inequalities refer to lack of social contributions, especially from men in this field. Although many of these researches have been done about gender, but finally they have gone to educational inequalities and the concept of gender has been defined as educational inequalities. And this belief that educational inequalities related to gender is more about women social life and more than each factor depends on that society’s education (4). Women failure in the field of education, their lack of availability of academic education and higher education levels and results derived from education, even higher ones confirm this point that each society’s culture and social factors have a unique role in these cases.

We should not ignore the role and impact of hidden curricula. Curriculum is some pressures which can be found implicitly against the explicit curriculum in each educational institute and should be recognized by students, react to them to be able to stay in that institute (4). Giddens (1991) believed that some of discussing the contexts in theoretical approaches can be related to each other through the concept of cultural reproduction. Cultural reproduction refers to the ways that schools with other social institutions transfer economic and social inequalities from one generation to the other one. This concept attracts our attention to the thing that school through the hidden curriculum affects values’ learning, attitudes and habits. Schools’ strength different kinds of kids’ cultural attitudes and values which they have acquired in the primary years of their life (5).

The effect of hidden curriculum can be even seen in women’s
tendency to lessons, especially higher education in a way that they have less tendency toward subjects such as advanced mathematics, technological units and computer. This deep gender, distance is also in educational majors too in a way that many majors can be divided into women or men’s majors that these gender differences may be considered as the result of hidden curriculum in lower levels of education. This attitude will be more clear when hidden curriculum in schools have been caused that women are considered passive and slow in education and even this subject has been considered that much obvious in schools that sometimes teachers bias and their attention to boy students and persuading them compared to girls have also been discussed. These problems have causes moving to prepare schools for single-sex schools and projects in this field in developed countries (6).

Electronic education (virtual education), which is considered as a new method in education, applies to all teaching and learning methods that are supported through technology (7) and involves a vast area of definitions that all of them agree to increase the availability of resources, flexibility in learning and skills. Some scholars sometimes define virtual education related to internet like Havard Black that considers electronic education as the factor of attention to learning via internet and Elio Mase also considers virtual education based on network technology that lead to education and learning through designing, administrating and expanding education and Cisco systems’ authorities also consider virtual education leading to internet learnings that can include teaching the subject in several shapes, education management and a set of network of students and number of developers and experts and take electronic education as a faster learning factor with less costs that can cause everybody’s availability to education and public participation in the learning process. Cornelia Weggen considers electronic education dynamic that contains updated content. This teaching culture produces and keeps its special education rules and gender factor in this education is a function of culture of virtual learning based on this. Although technology defends transferring disciplines and existing sensitivities about gender learning in electronic education, however, some mediators are needed to analyze communications between technology and gender.

Due to this it should be mentioned that Iran is a country with a long historical and cultural history in terms of cultural aspects. Nationality and cultural history have been always a strong supporter in the path of all Iranians’ education. Our country faces with globalization affairs, global thinking and internal, external development in all fields in the development path (8). One the most important development fields, is developing women and their entrance to higher education. Having a young population that half of them are women, Iran wants to take advantage of educations that response country’s needs in development fields. It should be noted that there are a lot of problems in the path of providing educational facilities for this population, especially women for their entrance to different kinds of addictions. Virtual education is a new one that either can be considered opportunity or limitation through using various technologies in education. It should be reminded that many cultural factors play role in the path of using and developing virtual education such as gender factor. According to this problem that gender performance refers to social context eventually (Xigopan and Striklos), the importance of researching about gender and hidden curriculum and virtual education looks necessary.

According to what was said, including essential development and implementation in virtual education, that aims to educate all people anywhere and any place, are cultural and social infrastructure without any gender bias; because we cannot out women from this important cycle. Also, due to the lack of researches that show gender to achieve educational goals, current studies in addition to considering the hidden curriculum as a factor that activate gender gaps to achieve virtual education seeks the effect of the gender factor on this category.

**METHODS**

This study was a qualitative research method and used from grounded theory methodology. Grounded theory (on the field) is one of the known methods of qualitative research. The grounded Theory, method from the perspective of qualitative research experts is an inductive approach for theorizing and theory developing. So that, established theory is derived from the systematic collected data (9).

In the present research 30 teachers, AM and RR students who experienced virtual training in different Iran, universities participated, 15 men and 15 women. The study was targeted sampling and sampling method was available. In order to collect the required data from non-structured interviews (in -depth interviews) were used. The interview question setting was done according to empirical research and achieving to gender differences in development of virtual education and the role of women in this matter. In order to determine the validity, questions were applied by experts to investigate some factors, such as lack of bias or lack of directional themed. Four main questions of this study were: 1- In your opinion, what is the role of families in the development of virtual education? 2- How to evaluate social and cultural conditions on gender in Iranian society to access and use virtual learning? 4- How could our modern education open the way for the development and implementation of virtual education for women? Data from the interviews were coded and then the next interview done. After completing twenty interviews, due to the saturation data and the lack of new mining code sampling was not necessary, but to ensure the resultant interviews continued for thirty. At the beginning of data collection, meanwhile making confidence in the participants, description of goals and full and informed consent to participate in the study, doing interviews at the place and time they desire, making permission to record their voice, maintaining mutual respect and confidentiality and their statements were made. Each interview, according to the response langed rate of participants from 20 to 30 minutes.

Simultaneous to collecting data using the underlying _______
systematic approach (10), data analysis was also performed. So that after each interview, recorded interviews were written as text on paper. Then, according to participants answer about specifying the research question were coded and summarized. Through coding in three steps, including open coding, axial coding and selective coding. That, after several accurate readout of interviews by the researcher, using open coding system were analyzed for making classes. The data obtained from open coding in axial coding phase were classified based on the relationship between primary classes and formed the middle classes. In the process of selective coding for each of the research questions the middle classes were gathered around a main class (the final) and eventually led to the formulation of a Grounded Theory. Theory of the field at this stage, the process of transforming the raw data to certain classes was achieved based on the interpretation and accurate understanding. This process uses inductive logic that by scrutinizing continuous research and comparison of data, classes and general contents were derived from raw data.

Noori and Mehr Mohammadi (9), to ensure reliability, trust and verifications of data in qualitative research (grounded theory), have offered solutions that were considered in this study. Thus, for the credit of data participants review were used.

RESULTS

Coding is a process during that researcher separates, conceptualizes, merges and integer data. A fundamental unit in this process is a concept. In open coding that is the first level of coding data are conceptualized line by line or paragraph by paragraph. In next step that is centric coding, concepts will be placed besides each other and form centric subject based on similarities or synonymy and finally in selection coding (core one) step the most important part of research is mined and based on this subject grounded theory is proposed. Coding requires a lot of accuracy because it has had a main share in a final grounded model of these subjects and picture conditions and consequences (11). In current research open coding step (in two levels), centric coding and selection coding are performed in analyzing data and finally grounded theory is proposed. Open coding stage: Concepts (Open coding first level)

Neutral nature of virtual education in Iran about gender factor (most of interviewees emphasize on this)
- Most of students' inadequate information about gender and hidden curriculum
- The curriculum doesn't have gender looking in university courses in terms of professors
- Students don't feel gender differences in attitudes, relationships and curriculum
- Pregnancy, childbirth and taking care of children and managing home are factors for tendency in virtual education
- Some special cultures and ethnicities consider mixed classes and educational trip as limitation for women and prefer virtual education
- Sometimes traditional thought of women's fathers and husbands don't like communication based on technologies like chatting or so on.

- Women student and other people who are accepted in big cities' universities security and commuting create some problems that make them like virtual education.
- Many high school students prefer to participate in attending education because of staying away from the opposite sex in secondary and primary school courses and they don't like to participate in virtual education.

Concepts (open coding of second level)
- Gender factor isn't effective in developing virtual education and most of Iranian people don't look at education in terms of gender.
- Parents and families' traditional thoughts in some special cultures and ethnicities can cause gender looking at virtual education in some cases.
- Married women students in Iran consider virtual education more appropriate because of managing home, taking care of spouse and children.
- Many single men and women students prefer attending education because of communications and social interactions which sometimes lead to marriage.

Centric coding
- In an appropriate field of cultural, social and scientific general looking at educations such as virtual education there isn't gender looking.
- Following traditions and subcultures and special ethnicities in tendency for virtual education in Iran sometimes impose gender role to the educational system.

Core coding: family, ethnicity and cultural fields in Iran are effective factors at educations such as virtual education there isn't gender looking.
- Gender factor isn't effective in developing virtual education and most of Iranian people don't look at education in terms of gender.
- Parents and families' traditional thoughts in some special cultures and ethnicities can cause gender looking at virtual education in some cases.
- Married women students in Iran consider virtual education more appropriate because of managing home, taking care of spouse and children.
- Many single men and women students prefer attending education because of communications and social interactions which sometimes lead to marriage.

Interactive categories:

a) Lack of necessary communications for dating leads to marriage in virtual education

Virtual education and communication based on technologies don't provide necessary interactions in order to students have relationship for marriage. And marriage is an important factor in single people's tendency to attending educations. In this case most of interviewees agreed and below the interviews can be invoked:

Professor number 11 has mentioned that in some ages there is a socialization and we have to find better ways. Students get social interactions through face to face education while there isn't such this thing in the computer world.

Many
Married women and their spouses tend to virtual education more. Bachelor student of KH number 11: My family disagreed with me - In appropriate cultural, social, scientific context, overview to all learning, including virtual education devoid of gender role in Iran. Core coding
- Gender is not an important factor affecting the development of virtual education and the majority of Iranian society have no gender look about education in general
- Traditional ideas of parents and families can leads to gender look to virtual education in some cultures and specific ethnicity.
- Married women students in Iran know better virtual education for home management and maintenance of the wife and children
- Most of the single students (male and female) prefer physical education to virtual education because of communication and social interaction which in some cases leads to marriage

Table 1. Levels of Open, Axial and Core Coding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Open coding</th>
<th>Second level of open coding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Neutral nature of virtual education in Iran about gender factor (most of interviewees emphasize on this)</td>
<td>- Gender is not an important factor affecting the development of virtual education and the majority of Iranian society have no gender look about education in general</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Most of students’ inadequate information about gender and hidden curriculum</td>
<td>- Traditional ideas of parents and families can leads to gender look to virtual education in some cultures and specific ethnicity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Students don’t feel gender differences in attitudes, relationships and curriculum</td>
<td>- Married women students in Iran know better virtual education for home management and maintenance of the wife and children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Pregnancy, child birth and tacking care of children and managing home are factors for tendency to virtual education</td>
<td>- Most of the single students (male and female) prefer physical education to virtual education because of communication and social interaction which in some cases leads to marriage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Some special cultures and ethnicities consider mixed classes and educational trip as limitation for women and prefer virtual education</td>
<td>- In appropriate cultural, social, scientific context, overview to all learning, including virtual education devoid of gender role in Iran.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Sometimes traditional thought of women’s fathers and husbands don’t like communication based on technologies like chatting or so on.</td>
<td>Core coding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Women student and other people who are accepted in big cities’ universities security and commuting create some problems that make them like virtual education.</td>
<td>Cultural, ethnic and family are effective factors in Iran on perceptions about gender and curriculum and education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Many high schools students prefer to participate in attending education because of staying away from the opposite sex in secondary and primary school courses and they don’t like to participate in virtual education.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

students in Iran want to get married and according to this virtual education wouldn’t be appropriate and it isn’t related to gender and gender interaction isn’t effective in developing virtual education. Master student number 2 believes that many people who are graduating from high school recently prefer to be in attending classes mixed with their peers because they aren’t together in primary and secondary school. So gender factor is cancelled. Bachelor student number 4 says that in my idea one of the most weaknesses of electronic education is the gap between male and female members. Bachelor student T number 6 argues that virtual education with all advantages causes some problems either, for example where can a girl and a boy have a simple verbal relationship? Master student B1 number 6: gender is discussed because of parents’ bias that doesn’t like their children go away from people who have this problem. Virtual education has not perceived yet at the moment to be able to judge about family’s idea about gender. Bachelor student KH number 1: in my idea gender factor can develop a virtual education because some families are strict and very traditional and because classes aren’t held, they prefer this education. Bachelor students in KH number 11: my family disagreed with me to go other cities’ universities and I entered virtual education exactly vice versa with bachelor students of T number 12: I think gender is not involved. I’m from the country and trip cost is a lot. I travel for bug fixes classes and don’t have any problem of my family.

b) Married women and their spouses tend to virtual education more

Professor KH number 6: in some families that women have small kids or a woman who is pregnant enter virtual university. Master student of T university number 1: virtual education might be better for women because they can do multitask simultaneously better. Participating in class and doing house works and so on, recording classes’ information in appropriate time, listening to them help women to manage their tasks in an appropriate time. Lack of identification or being unknown may be satisfying for women more. A master student of a number 13: women students’ commuting security and people who are accepted in big cities’ universities have created some problems so families like virtual education. Bachelor student of KH number 8: women have more mental and physical safety in the virtual education environment. Professor KH number 1: when women in Iran to attend more in class, many families in other towns or even in Tehran are worried because of safety. For a mother who has three months child and commuting is difficult for her even in Tehran and with virtual education can take care of her child and life or people who work in far places such as south this education can be suitable.
experience social safety and can perceive social limitations well because of dorm, education place. Student can learn better behind her computer and this factor may lead the family and society in virtual education more.

Process categories:
Virtual education causes the entrance of vast amount of women to education scene.
Virtual education causes safety and appropriate mental feeling related to managing home, loyalty to spouse and family, having the feeling of being a good and responsible parent for training children. In process categories, interviewing male and married students mentions this aspect of virtual education so that master student of T number 1 argues that virtual education may be better for women because they can do multitasks better. Participating in class and doing house works and so on, recording classes’ information in appropriate time, listening to them help women to manage their tasks in an appropriate time.

Outcome categories:
a) Promoting the culture of virtual education by sensitive families
Professor B1 number 11: families who are sensitive to their girls, sometimes they are sensitive to increasing their daughter’s knowledge or vice versa they are sensitive to their daughter’s mixed classes. If their sensitivity is to second one, virtual education is good. Sometimes families have a problem with girls’ education in four areas such as Khuzestan.
Master student a number 13: in some parts of Iran such as villages and towns, people don’t like their daughters to go university and if they get to know virtual education may support it.

b) Looking at virtual education as an opportunity for combining being a mother or father, continuing education, being effective and efficient in society, many students agreed about this.
Bachelor student A number 2: women students who have children like virtual education and this kind of education gives them this opportunity to be either mother or student. Master student of T number 15: with virtual education, women can manage many tasks simultaneously, such as taking care of children, managing home and education.

Grounded theory:
The factor of family and marriage causes improving virtual education in Iran and subcultures and following traditions and ethnicities shouldn’t be as a barrier in the path of Iran’s virtual education but this factor can be considered as a reason for expanding virtual education.

DISCUSSION
Regarding the research finding, it be cited that according to Asia-Pacific region, Ministers of Education Conference (1993), Education for all and education for women and girls was one of the goals that were followed in this study. Also, according to Cheung, Chen global knowledge (1998), to get to the international community by the new educational technologies and formation of global Knowledge that is about the current human requirements, differences of gender, ethnic and cultural should be abandoned and respect to these differences. Hereof, the role of hidden curriculum should not be ignored and their effects reach these goals should be guided. In this case, it is possible to achieve a noble goal as the international community, global

Figure 1. Interactive categories, Process categories, Consequence categories in Grounded theory
knowledge and education for all in anywhere and any place, achieved. The present study also in the event of this purpose, put its emphasis upon this that the role of women and avoiding gender discrimination are from those strategies that should be considered to achieve these purposes. Given the role of women is from necessary human infrastructure to fulfill the purposes and development of virtual education. These findings are aligned with Majidi’s statements (3) based on this result that, mental changes of all stakeholders in virtual education are essential in the reconstruction of roles and relationships and create new attitudes about gender and culture affairs. These findings are also consistent with Jacobs’ study (4). He is examined gender and education in three levels: enter to higher education level, school experience and processes after training. Jacobs believes that environmental context and women follow up in education have the main role education of women. Expanding virtual education in Iran and investing in this kind of education can provide some opportunities for women to identify the woman’s role and it can inform society about the important role of women in society and family. Virtual education can be considered as an opportunity when women and men without being treated according to their gender with equal educational opportunities and based on justice can play their role in society through education and developing virtual education as an excellent goal is a way for educational justice and equal opportunities which can be received through suitable policies by all people. Paradoxical looking at virtual education in terms of gender can be because of social, cultural differences and society’s different people so that some of the interviewees in this study consider this aspect as a neutral factor in Iran while the other ones investigate the role of gender in family, especially in providing families’ mental safety and girl students and following subcultures and traditions and ethnics while it seems a gender factor is formed related to cultural context, attitudes and beliefs. There aren’t curriculum, education, education methods and lack of families’ tendency to women’s education in any interviews. This lack of tendency is related to students’ mental and physical safety because women are exposed to these dangers more than men.

According to the results and findings of the study, it is suggested, policy makers should develop strategic policies based on providing virtual training grounds for housewives to the democratization of education and cultural excellence. Traditions and subcultures and ethnic issues that sometimes appear fanatical are regarded as an opportunity for learning and not restricted. Culture in the case of virtual education as an opportunity for family management, employment and women’s education through the media considered as a cultural-national priority.
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